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Pres Report
Well the June Pointscore turned out to be another awesome day down at Bellambi. It started off looking
pretty small with what seemed like a one – two foot set coming in every now and again at the point. My
initial reaction was to ask “is anything there?”. Everyone was keen to get the party started, but seeing
the report of predicted NW winds, we had to have a look around the corner. I’d asked Kristian and Janne
to go over to Easties early, and their report was that there was a contestable wave, and that they surfed
the day before and it improved with the dropping tide. However when I looked at it, yes there was more
swell, maybe a consistent 2+ ft, but it was pretty ordinary looking.
So after taking some advice from Dale (who practically lives in the water), and ignoring Janne’s cries for
Easties, the decision to hold it at Bellambi was made.
And what a cracker of a day it was, the winds held out…… The waves were actually pretty fun and hung
around all day long, unfortunately there just didn’t seem to be too many of them, with a little wait
between sets, so you needed to ensure that you made every wave count when the opportunity arose.
Some heats were quieter than others (except for the Old Mal) with some surfers only catching 2 or 3
waves and the wind only ruffled things up for a little while during the middle of the day, before it cleared
out and conditions smoothed over again.
Overall the vibe was pretty relaxed both in the water and out. It was great to see members old and new
sharing stories and having a laugh.
Everyone seemed pretty impressed with the new Laybacks Merch, it was fantastic to see a rainbow of
colours that most of us didn’t even know existed (what is Mauve?) with the ‘proper’ Layback logo
adorned across the chest. Well done to Team Germany for all of their hard work putting the order
together and everyone who assisted with the handout of the gear on the day, ensuring that everyone
received the correct colour configuration (challenging at times).
It goes without saying how Much appreciated that all of the hard work happening consistently throughout
the day and to everyone who offers assistance with making each pointscore run smoothly. Please don’t
forget to regularly share your appreciation to everyone who is involved in feeding you (Mark), bringing
along the gear trailer each month (Bryce), everyone who helps out Baz with the tallying duties, shares
some nice relaxing tunes over the speaker, loans you a board, some wax, a leg rope or even gives you an ‘
overpriced’ score on the judges sheet to let them know that their efforts do not go unnoticed. While it is
nice to hang at the beach all day (or sleep in the boot of your car!!!), don’t be afraid to offer some
assistance wherever you can, as more often than not you will see the same people perform the same
‘unofficial’ duties each month. It may be as simple as jumping in to tally for 20 minutes while Baz is in the
water or helping Mark out on the BBQ for a spell.

Highlights from the day included:
Dermot getting his revenge on Zane in the Opens
Kris finally getting a higher placing than Janne
Half of the Groms sleeping in and missing the first 15 minutes of their heat
Mark Stewart calling up to see what time his heat was on—while his heat had 5 minutes to go
Everyone on the hill trying to guess who the fly was this month! (“Why Did you say that about me???”)
Remember- if you would like to have an anonymous rant, or just want to get something off your chest send something through and you can become ‘the Fly’
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Results for the June Pointscore:
Opens heat winners:
Firsts- Aidan Cashin
Seconds - Lachy Peters
Thirds- Andy Goldie
Fourths - Dale McCombie
Fifths - Lauren Newman
Groms - Jay Robinson
55s A- Glenn Moore
55s B- Baz Monte
Olds - Aidan & Lachy

It would be great to see some point scores through newer members eyes, so feel free to send through a
single pic of something interesting that you see throughout the day (we see plenty of them posted on
social media), so why not in the newsletter too!
Here are a few iPhone pics from June:

Club news
Thank you to our sponsors and congratulations to the winners of our major raffle.

Carabine custom surfboard - Billy Morris
Delano Coffee / Ripcurl wetsuit – Sean Ainsworth
Fire Pit – Kelly Buchanan
Pipers music /uke pack – Donna
$150 BWS voucher – Stacey from Corrimal
I’d also like to admit mistakes and apologise for leaving Delano coffee off the Raffle ticket sponsors list.
It’s a small slip up, but I’d like to personally apologise on behalf of the club for the stuff up. We couldn’t
hold this raffle without our sponsors and

Congratulations to Kristian Kumbier for finding the mystery item; he scored himself 5 blocks
of sex wax

Pie drive
Could everyone get their pie drive orders in to Kristian please. In honesty, it doesn’t even matter if you
can’t print the form out. Just type in what pies/cakes you want and send the order to Kristian at;
kristian_kumbier@yahoo.com. Yes we’ve gone past the closing date, but that doesn’t matter, the order
needs to be into the bakery in 2 weeks time. So get moving please.
This is a super easy fundraiser, and the pies are great for a lazy dinner.

Mens Health night – By Jake Morre
So Saturday morning left most of us feeling lazy and scared to go outside. The wind was blowing, the sea
was angry and the skies were spitting. Our unwinding morning walk along the beach was blown off the
schedule for the day and I don’t know about anyone else but my Uggies didn’t leave my feet until that
afternoon.
Anyway, the men’s health day was turned into a men’s health afternoon/night. Kicking off at Corey’s at
3pm. I rocked up a bit late, worried I might have missed out on all the fun. That was not the case! I walked
through the shed door to the sight of a bunch of good lookin blokes all spooning in a circle on coreys new
hardwood floors. There were cheese platters, red wine, a live keg of home brew and wood on the fire.
I was handed a block of Blackwood, given a few tips from the maestros and joined the spoon ring. Plenty of
good conversations flying around as everyone’s heads are down. Panning around the room there were
some impressive spoons being crafted, someone must have rubbed bazza up the wrong way as while
everyone else were making stirring utensils, he carved up a lethal throwing knife and slid it down his sock
for the rest of the night.
The Pizza oven had heated up and Kristian started us off with some delicious chicken wings. He’d also spent
the last few days making the dough for all of the pizzas he served out which were also a highlight of the
night.
Down to the main theme of the night... Men’s health. The committee had organised Dr Jeff hall from Bulli
medical practice to come and say a few words and share some of his knowledge & experience. He had
everyone completely engaged and in intense conversation on issues quite relative to us all. Everyone got
the chance to share their thoughts/advice and there was a real encouraging atmosphere flowing around
the shed.
Jeff took a seat, grabbed a beer and we all had the privilege of listening to a surprise speaker- Rob
Goodfellow, whom mostly all of you know already but as my first time meeting him , I went from knowing
nothing about him to having a great sense of admiration after only listening to him talk for half an hour. He
shared his own personal experiences with mental health and had us all laughing one sentence later.
I didn’t get to hang around the rest of the night as I was about to spend the night with a teething baby, so I
missed the ‘piss off’, but I’m glad I ended up going, I got a lot of great advice, heard some great stories and
got to know everyone a lot better which is what the laybacks social events are all about. The men’s health
night was a great success, it created so much discussion and awareness within the group and I think
everyone would have got what they needed out of it, whether that be having the courage to talk to
someone when your not doing well or knowing the warning signs to look out for with those close to you.
Thanks to Corey and Kristian for setting everything up and thanks to everyone who attended for such an
enjoyable and insightful night. Take care of yourselves and look out for ya mates!

Jumpers
Laybacks jumpers will be ready for collection at the August
pointscore

Raffle for kids charity
Billy was the 1st prize winner of the Carabine Longboard. As Billy has a sponsorship with Keyo and also a
million boards himself. After speaking to Shane at Carabines, he has offered to put the board up for a
raffle to raise money for a childrens charity. This will be a laybacks only 100 club raffle and will be offered
to members in the coming months. Billy is doing this to keep a carabine with local surfers.

Glassing…….
The cut lap was rough as guts and our feet stuck to the floor faster than we could tuck the rail. “Corey….”,
Bru would call (Corza’s grandfather), “…it looks a little dry over here son…” as the squeegee worked the
resin to Bru’s call….
My first memory of even hearing about glassing was the remanence of small coloured lumps of resin on
my grandfather garage floor. Remains of a glassing job my dad, Kev, had done as a young bloke touching
up dings on a 70’s single fin before hitching back out to Cronulla for a surf before school I’m sure. Decades
later they still lay there, proud and true, much to the dismay of Pop who probably could never quite scrub
them off…
When Corza and I started sniffing around Carabine’s as dumb teenagers, we would hang out long enough
to slowly acquire a precious piece of the puzzle on how to shape, or how to glass, or how to do anything
that went into building a board. And to their credit, Mick and Terry held their cards close to thei r chests
and never gave you the key to the fountain of knowledge. You had to work at. You had to spend the time.
You had to show you had the interest. We shaped the most amazing things we had ever seen, the perfect
(ha!) replicas of Kevy’s G&S 6’8” single fin Robert Conneely (more than likely shaped by Terry), only to be
met by Mick’s dry observation of our efforts: “hmmmmm…if you’re happy, I’ll glass it, but…. not with all
that fluff on it….or not with all those scratches in it…..where are you guys shaping , in a cave??” But
whatever came after the “hmmmmm” was a lesson. One small piece of information on how to make it
better next time. How to tuck a rail properly, how to use a sanding pad finer than 120 grit, how to spend
2-hours picking fluff off your blank with masking tape
wrapped
around your fingers because you always transported
your
blanks wrapped in a blanket instead of plastic….It was
definitely
a learning time. And, it was one of the best surfing
times of
my life and it didn’t even take place in the water.
So we thought it was time to glass. We’d seen it done.
We’d
heard the stories. I even talked Kevy into to doing one
in the
backyard which I think we glassed a sexy girl out of a
surf mag
into the deck. Paper doesn’t go well under resin
hahaha….
It ended up a skate/surfboard I think? Another lesson…. But we were ready. All we needed was a location.
We couldn’t do it in the shop. Sacrilege! We might have asked Kevy. He was too smart for that. So we
hooked it over to Corza’s Pops place. He had a fibro garage at the end of the driveway and loved to work
with his hands. Corza’s Nan was stoked to have us there. Sandwiches and cold drinks flew out of the
kitchen to keep the glassers on track. Little did
she know….
In a workspace not much wider than the blank,
Bru propped up the board on some stands and
we rolled out the cloth. From the photos it
appears we cut the lap with shearer’s clippers,
cause there is no way even a left hand pair of
scissors could hack it up that bad…. Bru
smoothed it out while Corza and I mixed the
resin…. “Now what did Mick say about
hardener?? 1.5%..... of what?? Don’t even know
how much resin is in there….”

It went off like a rocket, but with two squeegees flying and Bru at the
helm making sure there was not a dry spot to be seen, we smoothed
things out, tucked those rails and waited for things to gel before we
went again. So keen we were, I don’t even think we used tape for a
cut lap. Just flipped it over and convinced Bru over a sandwich and a
lemonade that we had to do the
other side today or else it wouldn’t
be right. We might have had black
plastic down, but it did nothing to keep it out of our thongs, our toes
and all over the floor. But we tried our best and another one of the best
boards we had ever made (up until that point) was glassed! We
might’ve even knocked out two that weekend with the help and
guidance of Bru, the glassing grandfather. Legend!
But this isn’t just a story about glassing, or shaping. It’s about family and about knowledge. Especially the
way old guys would share that knowledge. Bit by bit. Not just give it all away, but you’d learn to respect it
and most of all the value it. It’s the craft of making something from scratch and learning from those
around you and those around you being willing to give. I really appreciate that and I appreciate being drip
fed those lessons. Because as ugly as those boards are now, they were something at the time and came
from somewhere with a story. Most of all – it was fun! And that is the best part. Long live The Spear and
The Stubby!
Grom.

Stop the Press…. Controversy over Layback design and the
club logo.
Well this was a good one. There was a year, and some have called it a good year, others may have called
it the ‘controversial year’. But so it was, way back in 2018 that an idea emerged, it was a grassroots idea,
spawned by the desire to have some fun. I agree there was an element of excitement, the chance to
brighten things up with the prospect of adding a little jazz to the same old tunes. These modest people,
sitting around a plastic table, cold beers in hand, laughing and enjoying the company, aware of survival,
the importance of youth and change and revolution and things like
that…..
And so it happened, the 2018 laybacks ‘Logo’ was born.
You could almost say that this simple image, was just something to
look cool on the back of a shirt. And it has its flaws, mainly that the
wave is going the wrong way. But to others it caused a controversy.
To others it was a desecration, a violation of our most holiest of
shrines. Was this heretic committee of young up starters (under 50,
considered young in the laybacks community), guilty of treason. Had
the club logo really changed????

Well the answer is a definitive NO! Back in 2018, the committee just wanted to invigorate the club a
little. Remember this was before Covid hit, so surfing was going along at its normal pace, and amongst
the committee, there was an awareness, not concern, but awareness that the club needed to stay fresh
so that it stayed relevant and kept ‘moving forward’. The youth are the future of the club, and the
committee was aware of this.
So the controversial logo was developed to just freshen things up a little. There was never any discussion
about removing our ‘official’ logo. Everyone thought that it was just something to have fun to play with.
But looking back, I can personally see how it was a little controversial, and some members weren’t all that
happy. Maybe things were never explained clearly enough, perhaps it did look too much like a new
revolutionised logo. So on that regards, I can understand if people didn’t like the ‘logo’.

I can say that the foundation of our club logo
is based on this shot of Matt Kilvin shown
right.

And what exactly is the club logo, well I’m a
little confused. And to be honest, I’ve spent
months trying to figure the story of what the
actual logo is, and I can’t actually figure it out.
I will say that the essence of the Club logo is
either one or two of the images shown below.

April Newsletter

May Newsletter

The image on the left is from the April 92 newsletter. This is the clubs second newsletter after members
had voted on a name and had figured out the image to ‘go with’ the name. However you can see that this
image is a hand drawn sketch of ‘Matt Kilvin’
The image on the right is from the third newsletter and this is the image that George says is the ‘Official’
laybacks logo.
These days Moorey is using the image shown left below. Which is from the April 92 newsletter. In the
past the image from the May newsletter has been used, however the problem with this image is that it
loses definition in the wave. This used to be a problem when the logo was embroidered in cotton also, as
the cost was associated with the amount of cotton and time it took to sew. That’s obviously not a
concern these days as the logo is a nylon print.

Moving forward, maybe George or anyone, can come back and give a reply to this article if opinions
differ.
For my part. I think that what is really important, is that the essence of the logo, based on the image of
Matt Kilvin is preserved.
For future committee’s, when playing around with funky jumper designs, go crazy and have fun with the
design on the back, but I suggest keeping with tradition and putting the ‘Original’ Laybacks Logo on the
front of any jumper.
That’s my two cents anyways.

Daves stories
Dave has been a waterman all his life, he has been involved in sailing surfing and also Surf Life Saving.
Dave was in port Life savers for 34 years. He won the Jnr championship in 1959 and the Snr in 1960.

This is a surf carnival in 73. Held at Port. These shots were taken by Dave’s brother. There was a pipe band playing
with the drums for the ‘March Past’ Team to perform to. Shown is the Port team. You can see the judge who is
wearing white in the who is marking them. Teams are marked on posture, alignment,and being instep with the
band. A member up the front is carrying a club banner, they are in the Port Kembla uniform and cap s. They had to
carry the original real and belt. There would be reel races and this was teams event. This is a cultural activity that
still goes on with surf life

Here the boys are taking out the old timber surfboats. The boats name was the B idgee Laycock. He
was the head boat captain or sweep of the Port Kembla surfboard.

Games were held at festivals. Here you could see the sandbag fights taking place. What a legendary old school
game. Keith Miller on the right, a friend of Dave’s. 72 at woonona.

Thirroul beach 72

Pipers music Wollongong

390 Crown Street Wollongong, Ph - 4228 9286
https://www.wollongongmusic.com.au/
Supporting our major raffle for years, Rich and the team at Pipers
Music are legends.
If your in the market for a musical instrument, don’t go anywhere
else, support a fantastic sponsor.

Woolworths Bulli
Thank you to Bulli Woolworths for supporting our club with a
feed at the end of the day.
Your help is greatly appreciated.

Club Championship Trophies
If you have a perpetual trophy, could you please email Corey at coremanis@hotmail.com. We still don’t
have the B grade trophy.
The trophies are really starting to look their age, they’ve taken a few solid knocks, however they are they
are still bloody amazing. They have obviously been made by a surfer/artist. Just look at the detail and
poses. I love the board bumps on the C grade trophy!
These trophies need to be cared for in regards to history of the club. Here’s some close up shots of a
couple.
A Grade

C Grade

Wave pool for Sydney!
The same people who have made Melbourne’s Wave Garden, Urbansurf has announced plans to build a
new wave park in Sydney and will generate surfable waves every eight seconds.
Everyone who’s surfed the Melbourne wave pool says its awesome. This is definitely gonna save a long
drive.
I wonder what that’s gonna do the lineups down here?

Back in the day, when life was slower, surfers used to ride the waves, walk up and onto the sand
exhausted, and simply leave their boards under the a club house for their next surf. Cars were a rarity, the
boards were heavy, and for the majority of it, things felt easy going and safe. People just didn’t have to
always lock things up.
There’s always stories of the groms, waiting on the beach for the old crew to finish, and just hoping to get
permission to use the elders boards. Or the ones, where the groms borrow someones board from under
the club house and ding it, and they shit themselves the the owner is gonna find out.
But some times, they did go missing. If ever they were stolen, they would often be painted up with
different colours, to hide the fact it’d been stolen.
That’s probably where the best finds are these days if you are looking for an old mal or vintage board. It’s a
bit of a punt, but it sometimes definitely pays off. Last year op Crescent, there was another surfer in the
transitional division with me, who had the same story, he found the board in a shed out west, it looked like
an absoloute dog, all covered in red house paint, but he bought it, sanded it back and it was a mint!
Here is a great little story I found on FB by a victorian guy named Bob Smith;

“I’ve put this Melbourne Surf Shop 10 ft Malibu up for sale several times before relegating it to the almost
junk pile. Looked at it closely and it looked like a well made gun from the era. The logo was raised ???
and the paint with those East Coast Board Club colours got me thinking. Those mischievous, marauding,
thieving larrikins from across the bay were well known for several hit and run midnight heists to Torquay. I
suspect this Fred Pyke triple stringer was probably part of one such raid.”

And then a couple of weeks later this was posted;
Ongoing sanding by Leigh Steven has revealed a 5 stringer Fred Pyke shaped in March 1965 for bell
maker and pioneer Vicco surfing legend Joe Sweeney R.I.P. So stoked! Who would of thought suc h a
beauty was lying underneath!

Thomas Campbel article
Considering that Grom Dylan just reviewed Thomas Campbell’s movie Sprout last newsletter, here is a fantastic
article about how Campbells approach to filmmaking is transforming.
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Foam, film, canvas, and beyond, Campbell is an artist with mastery of many mediums. Photo by Corban Campbell

“Now this is some crazy shit,” Thomas Campbell said, nodding at the bizarre surfcraft that shaper Travis
Reynolds was carrying into a glassing bay at the Santa Cruz Board Builders Guild in Northern California. The
tall, husky Campbell had short brown hair that looked vaguely self-cut and the early stages of his salt-andpepper beard did little to hide his smirk. Reynolds laid the 9’6″ surfboard—if you’d like to call it that—on
the glassing racks. The board’s wildly curving outline resembled a slithering sidewinder, the whole thing
adorned with a bright pink-and-purple paint job by Campbell.
The soft-spoken, typically subdued Campbell was buzzing with excitement as he traced the curving rail line
of the unconventional craft with his fingers, eventually ending at the sharp pinpoint of the nose. He
explained that this board wasn’t built to be ridden, but would instead serve as a kind of prop for an
interstitial scene in his new surf film.
“And here we have a slight double-concave to vee through the tail, which is really going to work great for
turns,” Reynolds joked, running his hands along the bottom. “But seriously, somebody’s gotta try to ride
this thing.”
Although the board looked unrideable, Campbell’s previous films have shown surfers sliding around on
stranger craft, including longboards with wooden coffins, ladders and Nordic elliptical m achines affixed to
them.
“It would be interesting,” Campbell replied. “Plenty of edges to catch.”
Campbell has spent his life surfing and creating oddball art, whether that meant making films about surfing
or skateboarding, shooting photographs, painting cartoonish creatures, sculpting those same creatures in
three dimensions, or publishing books and producing music through his publishing company, Um Yeah Arts.

While Campbell is still an insatiable visual artist, the forms his art takes are constantly changing. Bonny Doon studio, 2017 . Photo by Mariko
Reed

“Today, people always try to pigeonhole you—you’re either this, or you’re that,” Campbell had explained
earlier, as we drove from a breakfast cafe in Davenport down to Santa Cruz on a chilly January morning.
“But I’m a creative person, and I like doing different things because it keeps it interesting. Like, I really
enjoy painting, but I don’t want to do it all the time. It’s way too intense. Too emotional. When I’m working
on a painting, I experience all of my emotions—everything from complete elation and connection to
complete despair. A lot of times, my body does not want me to paint. It’s like, ‘Really, dude? Again? We’re
gonna do that? Sure, you could have this emotional revelation…or we could go surfing or just sit on the
couch.’”
Lately, however, Campbell hasn’t allowed himself much couch time. When we met, he had just finished an
exhibition in downtown San Francisco at Chandran Gallery, which had him holed up in his studio working
14-hour days for months on end to finish the pieces for the show. The fruits of his labor were nearly floorto-ceiling paintings featuring gnome-like characters in abstract forests, surreal quilts of kaleidoscope
patchwork, intricate ceramic and bronze sculptures and a two-story spray-painted recreation of one of his
hand-sewn mandalas.
Now that the exhibition was over, Campbell was mentally and emotionally eager to put down the
paintbrush and turn his focus to another project, namely, a new surf film. After nearly a decade since his
last surf feature—2009’s “The Present,” which acted as the punctuation mark ending a cohesive trilogy
that started with “The Seedling” in 1999 and “Sprout” in 2004—it may come as a surprise to many that
Campbell is returning to the genre. In fact, it even came as a surprise to Campbell himself.
“When I finish a surf movie, I always say that I’ll never make another one because it’s so much to give and
to do,” Campbell said. “But it’s one of those things where I get further away from that statement and then I
think about the good times and the things that are enjoyable about making surf films. And there were
some more things that I wanted to say and more people that I had always wanted to work with on a
movie.”

The inimitable Alex Knost has been a consistent muse for Campbell’s films and photography, and he’ll have a starring role in Campbell’s new
movie as well. Photo by Thomas Campbell

Campbell views his first three films as “kind of educational, in a way.” In an era dominated by cookie-cutter
thrusters, Campbell’s films showed electric waterborne talents sliding all over the joint on fish, logs, alaia,
surf mats, bodyboards or no boards at all. Single-fins, twins, tris, quads and finless were all presented as
equally worthy vehicles, capable of connecting the wave rider to the ocean in a way that can enhance and
even define their life. But that was almost 10 years ago, and if you survey the lineups today, things have
changed drastically. The surfcraft and mindsets that seemed novel then are the new norm. But while surf
culture has never stopped evolving, neither has Campbell.
“With this film, I really want to explore more and do something different,” Campbell says. “In a certain way,
this is probably going to be one of the least accessible films I’ve done—it’s going to take place in a more
creative realm, without the traditional narration that my other movies have had. Just more exploratory and
abstract. It’s going to be wild.”
**********
Today, if you roll up to Doheny State Beach in Dana Point when there’s so much as a dribble of swell,
you’re bound too see a crowd of surfers on traditional single-fin logs, modern eggs, Costco soft tops and a
whole spectrum of other wave-sliding craft. But in the 1980s when Campbell was a teenager, that wasn’t
the case. Longboarding was years away from its renaissance, and for the most part the few surfers who
bothered with the typically mushy waves at Doheny were beginners struggling to figure out their
shortboards in the gutless fare. Campbell and his friends, however, figured out early on the benefits of
keeping an open mind when it came to surfcraft.
“I have this great group of friends called ‘The Hawgs,’ and we’ve been friends since high school,” explains
Campbell. “Back then, if the waves were fun, we’d go surf Strands Point on shortboards. But if it blew out,
rather than forcing it on shortboards we’d head over to Doheny and ride logs. If we didn’t want to do that,
we’d go skimboarding in Laguna, or go skateboarding. So that’s how I always thought. It was just like,
‘Whatever, who cares what we ride? Let’s have fun.’”

Campbell, locked in trim on the other side of the lens. Photo by Trefz

Years later, after Campbell graduated high school and established himself as a skilled photographer and
filmmaker in the world of skateboarding, it was that same open-mindedness and appreciation for
overlooked surfcraft that eventually drew him and master logger Joel Tudor into each other’s orbit.
“I knew of him originally because of skateboarding,” says Tudor. “I remember his skate pictures running in
TransWorld and I kind of tripped out, like, ‘Wow, this guy is super talented.’ Two years later I was at Cardiff
getting my shit together to go surf and my buddy introduced me to Thomas, and then we just started
shooting the shit. Just the way he talked about surfing, he clearly looked at it all differently than everybody
else. At the time, there was no one like Thomas in surfing.”
“Joel was like, ‘Wanna make a movie?’” Campbell recalls. “And when the best guy asks if you want to make
a movie, the answer is ‘Yes.’”
Campbell had the artistic vision, which was essentially a modernized take on the traditional surf film format
pioneered by Campbell’s idols, like Greg MacGillivray, Jim Freeman, Bruce Brown, Alby Falzon and John
Witzig, complete with narration from Campbell. Tudor brought the world-class surf talent as well as the
connections to bring together a cadre of longboarders and shapers that would be the faces of logging’s
rebirth. Tudor, Devon Howard, Dane Peterson, Kassia Meador, Donald Takayama, Skip Frye and more filled
each frame of “The Seedling” with equal parts style and soul, evangelizing a religion of trim, tradition and
elegant footwork. Coupled with the jazzy soundtrack, impromptu mural painting and an “American
Gladiator”-style surf showdown between two characters named “Fecal Man” and “Star Man,” “The
Seedling” was clearly in a category all its own.

Joel Tudor in 1999, the year he and Campbell teamed up to create “The Seedling,” spotlighting a then-overlooked
sect of surfing. Photo by Thomas Campbell

But while history has since proven Campbell and Tudor right, with “The Seedling” now seen as a watershed
moment in surf cinema, it wasn’t always clear that they’d have a receptive audience. They had to beg,
borrow and steal for the necessary funding to make the movie, shot entirely on expensive 16mm film, and
once the film was finished, it was rejected outright for distribution by Sex Wax (California’s biggest surf
movie distributor at the time) because they didn’t think anyone in their right mind wanted to watch a full length film about traditional longboarding.
“I remember when we finally had the premiere, we did two showings for two nights at the La Paloma,
which I thought was excessive, but we did it anyway,” remembers Campbell. “I was upstairs on the balcony
while the movie was playing, and the audience is just f–king quiet. I’d been going to surf movie premieres
since the ‘70s and usually it’s a ruckus. So I’m sitting there, and the self-doubt is really creeping in. Toward
the end of the movie, I was in real despair, thinking, ‘I thought they’d get it, but they’re not getting it. The
guy from Sex Wax was right!’ But then the movie ends…and everyone just goes crazy. It was a standing
ovation. I’ll always remember that moment.”
“The Seedling” was an underground hit upon its release in 1999, and it established Campbell as one of the
most unique filmmaking talents in surfing. The growing swell of support that followed “The Seedling”
would help Campbell connect with even more diverse wave-riding talents and propel his next two films,
“Sprout” and “The Present.”
Both “Sprout” and “The Present” took the ideas of “The Seedling” and expanded on them. Traditional
logging remained a central focus, but now fish, quads, bonzers, alaia, bodyboards, surf mats and even
thrusters came into the picture. And with them came some of the greatest wave riders of multiple

generations, including Dane Reynolds, Dave Rastovich, Gerry Lopez, Rob Machado, Ozzie Wright, Mark
Cunningham, Belinda Baggs, Dan Malloy, Chelsea Georgeson, Mike Stewart and Alex Knost.
The big names and more varied surfcraft made “Sprout” and “The Present” more accessible to the
shortboarding masses, and the experimental message of the films couldn’t have been clearer although not
everyone was quick to drink the “Ride Anything” Kool-Aid.
“When I made ‘Sprout,’ journalists would tell me, ‘What you made is not real. You’re making up this
fantasy world where all these things work together, but in reality they don’t work together.’ I’m like,
‘Uhhhh, I think they do.’ For me, if the waves were tubing and good for turns every day, I’d ride a
shortboard all the time. But that’s not how it is. So why not try to ride something that’s fun in the different
conditions? It’s all sensational, so how can you access the different sensations and enjoy yourself in the
different conditions? It’s not f–king brain surgery.”
Somewhere, a handful of surf journalists are blushing today. For many surfers around the world,
Campbell’s films were a catalyst, causing them to look hard at their own quivers and wonder what they’d
been missing out on. The aesthetic of Campbell’s movies also helped change the way those same surfers
thought about their culture, offering an alternative to the bro-centric version of surfing being peddled by
most surf brands, and reaffirming that the pursuit of waves could be an artistic one.
“I give him complete credit,” says Tudor of Campbell’s role in shifting surfing’s cultural consciousness. “He
had a different approach and it really changed the way people thought about surfing and kind of created
what people see as surfing’s hipster generation, and that’s the truth, dude. It’s 100 percent Thomas and
Alex Knost. I don’t know two people that have been more knocked off in the last 20 years. And the
difference between Thomas and the other guys was that he was really pushing art. Most surf movies at the
time were all presented by the brands, pushing their thing, just logos everywhere. Thomas came into the
picture like, ‘I’m not in this for money, I’m making art.’ That’s why his shit stands the test of time.”

Campbell on location for 2004’s “Sprout,” with surfers Dan Malloy, Ozzie Wright, Dave Rastovich and Tyler Hatzikian in frame. Photo by
Devon Howard

**********

It was a cool day in Lemoore, California last fall when Alex Knost found himself flying down the line of a
perfectly-groomed, olive-colored wave face with a self-shaped bonzer underfoot. His flamboyant line was
quintessential Knost, linking swooping turns on open walls and lengthy cheater-fives through the manmade tube with a contortionist’s bodily awareness.
When the Instagram clip of Knost’s Surf Ranch visit came out (and proceeded to explode the Internet),
there was one thing that seemed odd for Knost. As someone who grew up logging, cross-stepping his way
up and down hulking planks of foam and fiberglass in ways a leash would hinder, Knost developed a knack
for hanging onto his board sans leg rope. But apparently the Surf Ranch doesn’t budge on their leash laws,
and Knost agreed to play ball in exchange for a shot at the artificial peelers.
Campbell, on the other hand, couldn’t make the same compromise. He’d been talking to Surf Ranch
representatives for about a year and a half, organizing a day for the best traditional longboarders in the
world to showcase their footwork and tube-riding prowess. It was going to be a section of his new film,
until it wasn’t.
“I’m not going to have traditional single-fin longboarding with a leash in my movie,” says Campbell. “No
way. It just looks so bad.”
Campbell has a reputation for being uncompromising when it comes to his artistic principles, whether that
means keeping would-be sponsors for his films at arm’s length to maintain creative independence, or
telling surfers that they can’t wear a certain pair of boardshorts while filming.

On location in Indonesia recently, Campbell captures the stylings of Alex Knost on a 16mm film camera. Photo by Ellis

“Thomas was the first guy to be like, ‘Dude I’m not filming you in those long trunks. Those things are so
ugly,’” says Tudor. “And he was telling this to Machado and all those high profile guys. He was a really good
editor in the way that he knew what he wanted to shoot and he knew that what he was making was the
right way.”
“When I watch someone take off on a wave—how they look, what they’re doing—I can tell you when they
kick out if I’m going to use it in the film,” says Campbell. “When I first started filming with Rob, he wore
long shorts that went past his knees. I don’t like how long shorts look. They just make a person’s body look
truncated and not as dynamic, especially on a longboard. It just looks awkward. So yeah, I’ve told a few
guys that they needed to cut their shorts. What else can you do? If I don’t say something and let them

wear that, and then I don’t end up using the images because I don’t like the way it looks, that’s not helpful.
They’re like, ‘Cut my shorts? This is crazy.’ But in the end I think they get it, maybe.”
In other ways, however, producing a surf movie while maintaining independence and creative control has
gotten much more difficult in the modern era. Back in the aughts, before the proliferation of web videos
and digital downloads when Campbell’s movies were sold on DVD, the financial side of producing an
independent surf film was much more straightforward.
“I’m still trying to figure it out, apparently,” says Campbell about his new film. “I’m quite personally in debt
on this project and I’m just trying to figure out distribution with the new forms of digital release and how
that plays out in different countries. I think I can get the movie paid for, but it’s not looking great for
profitability. But I would say that a big percentage of the things I do, I don’t do for money—I just do them
because I want to do them and be expressive.”
Even with the obstacles inherent to making a surf film in 2018, Campbell isn’t resigning to half measures or
cutting corners. Campbell won’t say the name of his new film, because it would “reveal too much,” but he
will say that it’s going to be “science fiction, in a weird, indigenous sort of way.” And while what that
actually means is probably only clear to Campbell himself, what is clear is that it’s going to be ambitious. He
plans to include psychedelic interstitial scenes with bizarre props, costumes and handmade sets that will
call upon all of his skills as a visual artist. Not to mention he’s assembled a Justice League of left-field surf
talents from his previous films along with the vanguard of surfboard and surf style experimentation in the
modern era, including Knost, Tudor, Rastovich, Wright, Ryan Burch, Bryce Young, Craig Anderson, Jared
Mell, Lauren Hill and Trevor Gordon. So far they’ve shot sections for the film in Fiji, Morocco and Indonesia,
with more trips penciled in for early this year. And, of course, most of the movie will be shot on gorgeous
16mm film.

Through the marriage of his passions for art and wave riding, Campbell has helped spark a cultural awakening in surfing. Photo by Corban
Campbell

Campbell’s new, more abstract approach to filmmaking sounds like a far cry from his previous films, which
were driven by a kind of manifesto: a call to action for surfers everywhere to expand their minds and their
quivers. But 10 years later, now that Campbell’s surf ethos is shared by more and more modern surfers,
can this movie have the same kind of deep cultural impact of his previous works? For that matter, can any

surf film achieve that in 2018 amid the relentless white noise of digital video content? I put the question to
Campbell.
“I think so,” he said. “Do I think that I’m going to be the one to create that moment? I don’t know. I think
that what happened with my films before is kind of serendipitous in some ways. But I do think that people
are highly capable of being very creative and having new perspectives. We don’t know where surfing is
going to go and we don’t know what’s going to happen. It’s hard to imagine, but then again it always is
until it happens.”
After we left the Board Builders Guild, we climbed into Campbell’s van, loaded with boards, wetsuits, and
framed art that he’d been meaning to mail off, and headed to check the surf at Steamer Lane.
A pulsing northwest swell was in the water, although a high tide was swamping out the overhead rights.
Campbell leaned on the railing that lined the cliff overlooking the break and watched a galaxy of different
surfers of different ability levels on different design trips find their fun in the wonky waves. Garage-sale
guns, resin-tinted fish, imported soft tops and well-stickered thrusters were all part of the surf-culture stew
that swirled and roiled throughout the high-tide peaks.
Looking out at Steamer Lane today, or countless breaks around the world, it seems that we no longer need
a film to turn surfing on its head. A decade ago, Campbell helped spark a cultural change that has since
grown into a roaring blaze. Perhaps Campbell’s next work will simply be a way of celebrating how far we’ve
come; a way of sitting back and enjoying the warmth.

Delano Coffee

85 Montague St, North Wollongong https://delanocoffee.com.au/
Delano Coffee have provided continuous support over the years.
They have kindly provided us with a wetsuit to raffle off.
Delano make a fantastic roast, and members can go into the Montague
street premises for a fantastic lunch and coffee, and also purchase blends of
specialty coffee beans.

Dave Milnes Surf Photography

Dave Milnes - 0410543459, d_milnes42@optusnet.com.au
He gets enough of a wrap, but if you want some sick vintage and current photo’s, give him a call.

Council News
Here is a plan council sent members of the works Council will soon be carrying out at Bellambi Beach. Any
problems, just blame Goldie! It looks like they are basically putting in new shelters and picnic tables.

Album Review: by Andrew Wilson
Donavon Frankenreiter - Pass it Around
In his own words, Donavon Frankenreiter “is a surfer who happens to
sing a few songs” best known for his hit song, Free, accompanied by
good mate Jack Johnson, or perhaps as the guy with the sickest 70’s
moustache in the Kelly Slater Pro Surfer game on
Playstation as well as singing the song that my future wife
walked down the aisle to- ‘On my Mind’ .While it is challenging to select a favourite album from your
favourite artist, I would have to go with his third album, Pass it Around, on which Frankenreiter
continues to share his blend of easy grooves and laid-back philosophy while also experimenting
across multiple musical genres.
Frankenreiter's trademark remains his singing voice; a rasping drawl that is pretty unique, although
soothing at the same time. In fact, he's so mellow, he makes Zane Wilson seem hectic. The album can
be pretty much summed up by the title of track 1, ‘Life, Love And Laughter’, particularly when he
sings, ''Everything you need can be right in front of you''.
‘Your Heart’ has a Mariachi style feel with horns and all, while ‘Come With Me’ almost has a Country
vibe to it and ‘Sing a Song’ is bluesifiedto the max by G.Love’s Harmonica. This album is perfect for
relaxing on the drive home from work or enjoying some fun in the sun with a few mates. Comparisons
with Jack Johnson are easy to make, and can be seen as a compliment, bu t they are unfair too.
Donavon Frankenreiter is a talent in his own right and deserves to be recognised as such (and he
loves Wollongong too!)

Donavon Frankenreiter “Glow’ Music Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_1-HJvhWKw
Guitar Lesson with Donavon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cvkm4pF6kOA

The fly: How do you define a local?
According to the ever reliable source known as the Urban Dictionary :
Locals
People who live in your town that have no personality, are bland, and like anything that’s mainstream.
‘Locals Only’ is a term used by local jerks, especially at beaches, who show hostility towards anyone who is
not from the specific area. Also common in coffee shops. Be prepared to receive nasty glares from the locals.
You don't have to be a tourist or from interstate to experience this, you could live in the next town over.
Locals love to ruin your fun.
"Look at that guy dropping in on that wave, I've never seen him before."
"He's a non-local."
"Locals only, !"
They’re the type to overuse emojis unironically, post fried memes/selfies of themselves, have cringey
Instagram bios like “12, bad bitch 💕💕💕💕, better than u 😘😘” or whatever the hell.
I have often heard that surfers fall into one of 3 categories: Local, Regular or visitor and sometimes wonder
which category we all fall into. Certain surf clubs would identify any surfer who doesn’t have their postcode

tattooed onto their neck as a ‘visitor’ and recently wondered exactly how many of the Layback members
would be considered ‘local’ at Bellambi, how many club members actually live in Bellambi (not many)? Are
we all ’regulars’ or only ‘regular visitors’??? Johnny Utah had several issues with locals (including Red Hot
Chili Peppers) in the only Point Break movie worth watching, should I be concerned too?
The Fly recently caught up with long time mate and asked where has he been surfing lately? Old mate
replied that after a few years of travelling the world, he now avoids Bellambi as he was told that it was for
‘locals only’- despite the fact that he was actually born in one of the housing commission lots on the hill
(as his dad left the hospital run too late) and lived there for many years, considering himself the ultimate
local! (thankfully, upon further investigation, I don’t believe that it was a Layback member who said this to
old mate)
I believe that the vast majority of surfers love to experience as many different waves as they can and will
rarely surf exclusively at one break only (I know that I do ‘experiment’). On a recent sporting trip 5 hours
north of here, I found myself mistakenly identified as a ‘local’. During a break in the sporting event, I
thought that I might sneak in a few waves at a beach that I had never surfed before (as had several other
athletes) as soon discovered. After no more than 10 minutes in the water, a cranky looking old mate on a
Mal who I had obviously never met before paddled over and sat next to me in the lineup, seemingly to
have a ‘chat’ , and began to complain about “all of these out of towners crowding the break”, I replied,
tongue in cheek “Yeah, jerks aren’t they” and then he continued to say that they should be respectful, stick
to their own beach and leave the place for locals only like ‘us’ (to my surprise).
If you are unsure, the below link may help you to identify your status:
https://www.surfer.com/features/locals_regulars_and_visitors_-_determine_your_status/

2021 Layback Sponsors
Carabine surfboards 36 Flinders St, Wollongong,
ph - 4229 9462 https://carabine.surf/

Highly personalised, quality and LOCALLY made boards that
last. Mention you are from the laybacks and you’ll get a
discount.

Hydro Flasks
Dave Byrne – 0414547389 https://hydroflask.com.au/
Member and pretty much life long supporter of the Laybacks, if you want any Hydro flask items, give dave
a call.

Mars Brewing,

341 Princes Hwy, Woonona 4288 1200

https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=Mars%20Brewing%20Supplies
Where would we be without these boys. The make the end of every pointscore memorable.
Home brewing tastes awesome, its cheap and so easy to do. If you want to talk about it, see myself,
Scotty, Ian, Harris, or Tommy. We’re all into it. If you wanna give it a go, go and see Leon and Randolph
at the MARS Brew shop.

2021 Season Point scores and Events
February

March

7th

Laybacks Pointscore

13th

Social Event; Mars brewing beer appreciation afternoon

7th

Laybacks Pointscore – announce proposed changes to club
model rules

12-14

April

May

Easter Sunday

11th

Laybacks Pointscore – vote on amended club model rules

17th

Bunnings BBQ

2nd

Laybacks Pointscore
th

-

Pie drive forms sent out

Social Event; Tabourie weekend

27-30th

Crescent head longboard classic

6th

Laybacks Pointscore

19
July

Social Event; Seven Mile family camping trip

4th

14-16

June

th

th

Men’s Health night, Dinner at Corza’s

3rd or 4th

Interclub fundraiser

18th

Social Event; Afternoon Brewery/ pub-crawl / dinner
catchup at

31st

Pie drive collection day

1st

Laybacks Pointscore

29th

Laybacks Pointscore

5th

Fathers day

10-12th

National Old Mal Titles Crescent head

25th

Social Event; Octoberfest Party

October

3rd

Layback Club Championships

November

4th

Committee dinner

7th

Laybacks Pointscore + AGM

27th

Presentation Night – Bellambi surf club

5th

Xmas fun Teams Challenge day

August

September

December

(replace September pointscore)

LAYBACK CALENDAR
2021
7th Feb
7th March
12th-14th Gerroa Camping Trip
11th April
APRIL 17th Bunnings BBQ OR WAS IT THE 18TH

2nd May
6th June Killed by Covid
4th July
1st August
29th August
3rd October Club Champs
7th November

